A HOUSE FOR NOWHERE
AND EVERYWHERE
REVIVING A MODERN DREAM
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1. ABSTRACT
With populations increasing rapidly in urban centers and natural disasters causing countless people to lose their homes in an
instant, cities must find ways to house numerous amounts of people quickly but cheaply. This project aims to find ways to utilize the
benefits of mass fabrication in order to propose a design for sustainable housing for large groups of people and families regardless
of location, local building expertise, or climate. The proposed design will allow for customization based on local materials, solar and
wind orientation, and boundaries of the available area for the housing while still keeping the parts of the final assembly consistent
from one project to the next. By accounting for all these factors and utilizing basic sustainability and construction strategies, the
design proposal will enhance the quality of life for its residents regardless of their situation.
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2. THESIS STATEMENT
By developing an adaptable, universal panel system for high-density urban housing, cities throughout the world can
overcome many of their current social concerns, such as increasing urbanization, unaffordable housing prices, and sudden loss of
property due to disaster. Pre-designed specifications and production of housing parts ensure a cost-effective but near-immediate
response to all of these concerns, both ongoing and sudden. In addition, a kit of parts provides enough flexibility to reconcile the
universality of mass production and the more local issues of climate, culture, and materiality, ensuring a long-term solution for cities’
housing crises which won’t disrupt the existing conditions of the project sites.
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3. RESEARCH
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3.1 AREA OF FOCUS SUMMARY
This project investigates the process for how materials come together to make a
panel, how panels come together to make an assembly, and how those assemblies join
together to make a building. These three objectives of the panel system serve as the basis
for both research of project precedents and the design of the thesis project.
Housing panels incorporate a number of different systems, such as structure,
insulation, mechanical/electrical/plumbing systems, and cladding. All these systems
must include the ability to be mass produced quickly and at a lower cost than standard
construction. At the next scale, these panels must join together to create a seamless
transition between the exterior cladding pieces, each component of the plumbing and
mechanical systems, and the interior panel structure. Individual panels must retain some
semblance of interchangeability, allowing for at least a minimal amount of customization.
At the scale of the building, all panels and assemblies must adapt to local conditions.
Local conditions for adaptation include available materials, typical spaces and functions of
a local house, and climactic conditions (e.g. sun and wind angles). All of these functional
goals and objectives will be the focus of this project and be included, in some capacity, in the
design.
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3.2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Many, many architects have attempted to create a panel system which provides the
theoretical benefits of speed, efficiency, and low cost. None have succeeded so far, however
several notable attempts made important changes to how buildings are built, especially in the
late 1800s and early 1900s.
While many attempts at prefabricated housing existed in the 19th century, several
German architects began the move towards making factory-produced housing a reality
(Herbert, 31). Among them were Walter Gropius and Konrad Wachsmann. Gropius believed
in a merging of architects and manufacturers which could utilize the new technologies of the
industrial revolution and modernize housing (Herbert, 35). When Gropius and Wachsman
moved to the United States during WWII, they continued their dream of factory-made housing
through the company General Panel. Unfortunately, the company proved to be a failure due
to unsustainable financial practices and only build a few hundred units (Herbert, 307). Many
other architects also attempted to design and build factory-made housing modules, such as
Frank Lloyd Wright and Mies van der Rohe, but their efforts proved just as unsuccessful.
Recently, many architecture firms have begun to rediscover the potential benefits of
factory-produced housing and designed modular housing units from those methods. In Best
Designed Modular Houses, the authors show examples of financially solvent prefabricated
houses, stating that not only can houses be produced in a factory, but that method can save
money and still be sustainable (Kunz, 4). Designs in the book, as well as resource tables in
the CIA World Factbook, show that every country in the world contains either raw materials or
production capacity for many common amenities found in building, such as iron and timber.
In a global market, easier trade and transport can create a dramatic decrease in the prices of
building materials, increasing the feasibility for financially solvent prefabricated housing. The
vast majority of houses in Best Designed Modular Houses and many similar books, however,
were only built once, rather than produced multiple times. The architects of these houses
focused on building a single, stand-alone module using parts and materials which came from
a factory and are assembled on site, unlike the focus of this project, which includes factory
assembly of components into panels.
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INTERNATIONAL SURVEY OF HOUSING
Country

Architectural
Size
Rooms

Most imp.
imp Rooms Most used room Who's there

Features
Rooms for company

Communal
spaces
p

Materials

Goals
Most imp
imp. issues

Biggest obstacles to Dream House
raisingg standard of
living

Change one thing Best rep.
rep of housing
about current home

United States2,4
,

1200‐2400ft² Master Bedroom ‐ 120
Bedroom, Living
Bedroom (2) ‐ 110
Room, Kitchen
Bathroom (2) ‐
Living [Upstairs Den]
Room ‐ 165 Kitchen ‐ 180

Living Room,
Nuclear Family, Living Room, Dining
kitchen, [Upstairs couples/roommat Room
Den]
es

Parking lot

Wood
Brick
Concrete PVC

Distance between
locations (sprawl),
cost and ability to
afford a home,
urbanization

apathy (political and
social), cost of
living credit and
living,
foreclosure crisis

Germany3

480ft²
480ft

Master Bedroom Bedroom All
Bathroom
Living
R
Room
‐ 256 Kitchen
Kit h

Living Room

Living Room

Some
communal
h i
housing
buildings
g
(supported by
city)

Concrete Brick
(Note: no steel
structures
t t
or brick
bi k
veneers))

Aging population
with few children,
massive
i
urbanization
movement

Population decline

India3,4
34

400‐4000ft²
400‐4000ft

Bedrooms ‐ 250 bathrooms All
living room ‐ 350 storage
entry
kitchen ‐
150

Living Room and Parents,
Kitchen
Grandparents,
Aunts/Uncles
/

Living Room

Living Room

Brick Concrete
Plaster finish
(Note:
(
Wood is
regarded as
temorary)

(Mumbai) scarcity of real estate
"fairly
fairly large sized
sized"
Noise
space, real estate
speculation, limited apartment, w/ a few
speculation
access to resources double‐heigt spaces
(sometimes)

[Charles Correa
Correa'ss
housing projects]

(Europe) use of stone
construction

Nepal3

200ft²

Bedroom ‐ 168
Master Kitchen and Living Living Room
Bedroom ‐ 252 Bathroom ‐ Room
48
Kitchen ‐ 160
Living Room

Nuclear Family

Living Room and
Porch

Garden

Brick

Space quality,
Space,
quality cost land and location

Single family house

lack of sense of "neighborhood"

S it erland
Switzerland

100m2

Kitchen/Living
Kitchen/Li
ing Bedroms(3) Kitchen and
Bathroom
Mudroom Bathroom
Garage
Basement

Li ing Room
Living

Nuclear
N
clear family
famil
[[relatives live
nearby]

Li ing Room
Living

None

Cement

Finland
l d4

75m2

Kitchen,
h Living
Living Room
Bedroom ‐ 10‐15m2
Kitchen ‐ 10‐15
Living Room, bathroom
[WC,
sauna]
Room ‐18‐20 [Vestibule ‐ 6
Bathroom ‐ 6
WC ‐
1.5
Sauna ‐ 3.5
Terrace ‐ 8]

Nuclear
l
family
f
l

Living Room, kitchen,
k h
None
bedroom, sauna

UK

75m2

Bedroom (2) ‐ 16m2 Living Bedroom, Kitchen, Livingg Room
Room ‐ 16
Spare room ‐ Bathroom
14 Kitchen
Kit h ‐ 8
Bathroom ‐ 7

[Roommate]
[
]
Livingg Room
Many live with
parents until 30s

Living/Dining Room
Kitchen,
Kitchen
Hallway Bathroom,
B th
Bathroom
M t
Master
B d
Bedroom
Bedroom
ed oo
Spare
Spa e
Bedroom

Living Room

Couple

Living Room

Diningg Room,, Familyy None
Room, Patio

UK (Wales)

Nuclear Family,
extended family
li
lives
nearby
b

Australia

243m2

Bedroom (3)
( )
Diningg Kitchen
Room
Bathroom (2)
Family Room
Kitchen
Laundryy
Patio

Familyy Room

Nuclear Familyy

Canada

750m2

Kitchen ‐ 80
Dining All
Room ‐ 80 Bathroom ‐ 60
Living Room ‐ 192
Bedroom ‐ 100‐156 Patio
‐ 200

All due to open
plan

Couples, Nuclear All due to open plan
Family

Wood

Single family house, more storage space, Levittown
Log Cabin with
more landscaping
farm/grazing land,
land
Ranch house,
Penthouse apt.

Differences in a foreign country
First thing noticed

apartment upgrade [Apartment blocks
choices (no
near Munich site]
awareness off
quality)
q
y)

Single family house

Space, cost (incl.
Space
(incl
Non‐issue
Non
iss e due
d e to
repairs),
p ), regulations
g
high
g standard of
living. Traffic can
cause some
p
problems.
Cost/rent,
/
llackk off
new houses

Non‐issue due
d to
high standard of
living.

Current h
house

None

Brick

Cost/rent

Poverty,
y economic
crisis

House with garden
g

None

Stone
Brick

Concrete Lack of low
low‐income
income Frozen wages vs.
housing, cost for
cost of living
new h
homeowners increase
i

Laundry Room Concrete Wood
Glass

Misc
Misc.

(Switzerland)Light switches are buttons,
door handles are different (UK, Holland)
Size
(Sweden) Pure
functionality of design
(Armenia) Multi‐purpose program, rather
than separated
(Japan)
Wall‐mounted AC units

(Switzerland) Energy & water
conservation, compositng & recycling
increases
(UK
(UK,
Sweden) Closer proximity to people
(Japan) Easy to find storage space

Size of apartment

Hard to find 'good
good fitting'
fitting apartment

(USA) dry

Never lived in a house before, having an
upstairs and downstairs

more privacy

walkab
"neighb
presen
neighb

T pical Swiss
Typical
S iss House
Ho se

Wood
d Concrete

Brick
Wood
Sandstone

more communal
spaces

Alterations

None

Blocks
l k off flats,
fl
detached houses, row
houses

Row houses, detached ((From Belgium)
g
)p
protrudingg bayy windows
houses

Addition of small ggarden, terrace area

Huge cottage
cottage‐style
style Separation between Row houses
mansion w/ garden. student housing
and
d non‐student
t d t
housing
ous g

Inflated home
Cost of livingg
prices, availability of
land

English
g
baroque‐
q
style country house

Cost (due to high
Geographic
demand) some
demand),
limitation cost
limitation,
aging buildings from
60s

Large penthouse
apartment

Condominiums in
cities large single‐
cities,
family houses outside

1Source:

CIA World Factbook
United States 2011 Construction Census
Source:
Graduate Student or Facultyy Member
3
4Multiple sources
2Source:
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Resources1
Natural

Industries

bauxite, coal, copper, gold, lead, iron,
mercury, molybdenum, natural gas,
nickel petroleum,
nickel,
petroleum phosphates,
phosphates potash,
potash
rare earth elements, silver, timber,
tungsten, uranium, zinc

aerospace, consumer goods,
earthquakes, flooding,
chemicals, electronics, food
forest fires, hurricanes,
processing lumber,
processing,
lumber mining,
mining motor tornadoes,
tornadoes volcanoes
vehicles, petroleum, steel,
telecommunications

ent

arable land, coal, construction
materials, copper, iron ore, lignite,
natural
t l gas, nickel,
i k l potash,
t h salt,
lt
timber,, uranium

coal, cement, chemicals,
flooding
electronics, food and beverages,
i
iron,
machinery,
hi
machine
hi tools,
t l
steel,, shipbuilding,
p
g, textiles,,
vehicles

ving an

arable land, bauxite, coal, chromite,
diamonds, iron ore, limestone,
manganese, mica, natural gas,
petroleum, rare earth elements,
titanium ore

cement, chemicals, food
processing, machinery, mining,
pharmaceuticals, petroleum,
software, steel, textiles,
transportation equipment

Misc
Misc.

cling
(UK
(UK,
ple
e

walkability, sense of copper,
walkability
copper cobalt,
cobalt iron ore,
ore , hydropower,
hydropower bricks,
bricks carpets,
carpets cement
cement,
"neighborhood"
lignite, quartz, scenic beauty, timber, cigarettes, milling, rice, textiles,
present in
water
tourism
neighborhoods

h dropo er potential,
hydropower
potential timber,
timber salt

machinery, chemicals
machiner
chemicals, watches,
atches
textiles,, precision
p
instruments,,
tourism, banking, and insurance

timber,
b iron ore, copper, lead,
l d zinc,
metals
l and
d metall products,
d
chromite, nickel, gold, silver, limestone electronics, machinery and
scientific instruments,
shipbuilding,
hi b ildi pulp
l and
d paper,
foodstuffs, chemicals, textiles,
clothing

area
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Climate1
Hazards

droughts, earthquakes,
floods

drought, flooding,
drought
flooding
landslides, severe
thunderstorms

Avalanches,
A
alanches landslides,
landslides
flash floods

None

coal, p
petroleum, natural ggas, iron ore,
lead, zinc, gold, tin, limestone, salt,
clay chalk,
clay,
chalk gypsum,
gypsum potash,
potash silica
sand, slate, arable land

machine tools, electric p
power
Windstorms, floods
equipment, automation
equipment railroad equipment
equipment,
equipment,
shipbuilding, aircraft, motor
vehicles and parts, electronics and
communications equipment
equipment,
metals, chemicals, coal,
petroleum, paper and paper
products food processing
products,
processing,
textiles, clothing, other consumer
goods

bauxite,, coal,, iron ore,, copper,
pp , tin,,
gold, silver, uranium, nickel, tungsten,
rare earth elements,
elements mineral sands,
sands
lead, zinc, diamonds, natural ggas,
petroleum

construction,, machinery,
y, vehicles Cyclones,
y
, drought,
g ,
and parts, food, metals,
forest fires
chemicals lumber and wood
chemicals,
processing,
p
g p
paper
p and
paperboard, communications
equipment tourism
equipment,

iron ore, nickel, zinc, copper, gold,
lead rare earth elements,
lead,
elements
molybdenum, potash, diamonds,
silver, fish, timber, wildlife, coal,
petroleum natural gas,
petroleum,
gas hydropower

transportation equipment,
chemicals processed and
chemicals,
unprocessed minerals, food
products, wood and paper
products fish products
products,
products,
petroleum and natural gas

Permafrost, cyclones

3.3 QUESTIONS/THEORETICAL ISSUES RAISED
So many different cultures exist throughout the world with so many differences in
domestic life that designing a universal housing system designed to the appropriate level
of sensitivity cannot be done in a short time frame. What one family perceives as adequate
living space varies greatly from what another family perceives as adequate in another culture.
How one family uses the spaces within their dwelling varies greatly from how another family
uses theirs. As a result, the prefabricated housing industry has abandoned the engagement
of local issues, and instead built structures incompatible with cultures in and around the
site. With every structure remaining the same, residents have no ability to express their
individual identity or their culture through their house. What are the ways in which modern,
prefabricated housing can maintain its efficiency while expressing these values? How can
modern housing be improved to accommodate its residents more?
Another worldwide variable is resources and local knowledge of their use. Highly
industrialized countries such as Germany and the United States contain sufficient knowledge
to build any possible form, but less developed nations contain fewer industries, available
building materials, and knowledge of construction using them. Designing factory-made
housing to be as simple as possible allows people from these countries to assemble the
structure, but can such a design be sustainable or adaptable enough to be locally and
culturally responsible?
A housing building comprised almost completely of panels implies a reversion of
modernist separation of structure and wall. As early as the theoretical Domino House by Le
Corbusier, architects have strived to separate the structure from the other building elements,
often exposing it and celebrating it. What are the implications for a complete panel system,
where the structure itself must be part of the panel system, rather than separate? Should it
still be separate? If so, how can it be built anywhere, even in places with little to no heavy
construction equipment?
An important final thought is the utopian nature of the proposed project. A housing
project which can be built quickly, cheaply, and locally anywhere in the world remains a
lofty ideal not met in over 100 years of residential housing systems. Adding an aspect of
increased standard of living for the residents while performing all these functions completes
the picture of the perfect, ideal housing system. A house for nowhere evokes these idealistic
goals, while a house for everywhere desires these goals for everyone.
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3.4 ARCHITECTURAL ISSUES
Partially due to the abandonment of cultural values in modular design, and partly due
to efficiency constraints, few apartments and other multi-family housing types contain true
communal space. Tenants have no sense of community within their own building, only seeing
their neighbors when passing them in the hallway. Mass domestic architecture must respond
to these shortcomings in order to avoid the loss of community present in many building
projects.
In addition comes the problem of the “dream house.” Europeans and Americans alike
dreamed of owning a single family home out in the suburbs (Herbert, 35). While apartments
solve more immediate housing needs, many families view it as a temporary solution and
the ever-present goal of the “nice house with a yard” remains. Due to the realities of
such systems, not everyone who desires such a style of life can obtain one. The drain on
resources and environmental damage would be catastrophic! Mass housing must to provide
the same sense of “home” as a single family house in the suburbs in order to avoid the
disastrous consequences of de-urbanization by too many people. A prefabricated design
must give its occupants the same sense of belonging in order to provide a stable foundation
for the family to operate.
In addition, a prefabricated housing system must allow its residents to express their
identity. A lack of identity leads to an apathetic stance towards the residence, which leads to
decay. Many housing projects (such as Marcus Garvey) failed due to apathy of the residents.
Every human has a desire to let their house express who they are, through anything from
the details on the stair railings to the holistic principles of Feng Shui. A resident of a house
absolutely must care about their residence in order for it to be maintained and function as a
house.
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3.5 ARCHITECTURAL PRECEDENTS
GENERAL PANEL

Description:
A factory-made panel system devised by Walter Gropius and Konrad Wachsmann. Each
panel is attached to the other ones by means of a connector system placed in the gaps
at each intersection. The inventive wedge connector system and uniformity of the panels
ensured a tight, even fit without the use of bolts or nails.
Successes:
-Several hundred houses produced
-Began factory-made housing movement by mass production of materials
-Shifted industry towards manufacturing building materials in factories
-SImple construction system allowed for ease of construction and standardization
of panels
Failures:
-Too much money spent during design phases left very little for fabrication
-Only a few hundred houses built
-Raised cost of house rather than lower it.
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ZIP-UP ENCLOSURE

Description:
A series of assembled steel “rings” define the form of the house and the location of spaces
along a single axis. Pink extendable supports allow the house to be placed on any terrain,
including steep hills.
Successes:
-Featured in a MOMA exhibit
-Potential adaptability to any site terrain
Failures:
-Too much money spent during design phases left very little for fabrication
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SEKISUI HEIM M1

Description:
Developed by a Japanese chemical company and architect Katsuhiko Ohno, the Sekisui
Heim M1 uses a unit system to quickly assemble prefabricated houses. After experiencing
major success, the houses were featured as a part of the DOCOMOMO exhibition. Rather
than use a panel system, the Sekisui house uses prefabricated room modules assembled in
a factory, which can be fitted together in any configuration the client desires.
Successes:
-Over 400,000 houses produced
-People still inhabit them after over 30 years
Failures:
-Difficult to preserve
-No material variability
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4. SITE AND CONTEXT
INFORMATION
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4.1 AERIAL PHOTOS AND MAPS
MAIN SITE - LOS ANGELES, CA

District: Hollywood
Total Site Square Footage: 53,750
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SECONDARY SITE 1 - BANGKOK, THAILAND

District: Pathum Wan
Total Site Square Footage: 168,750
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SECONDARY SITE 2 - MUNICH, GERMANY

District: Sendling
Total Site Square Footage: 107,000
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4.2 SITE DOCUMENTATION
LOS ANGELES, CA

Major revitalization attempts by the government of Los Angeles since 1992
transformed a formerly seedy area of the city into a major attraction. Some empty and
abandoned builds still remain, providing yet more opportunities for future growth in the
neighborhood.
Currently used as an occasional parking lot, the site mostly remains vacant. Salvation
Army services next door provide charitable goods to less fortunate residents of Hollywood, as
well as housing in a former hotel.
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BANGKOK, THAILAND

Located on the grounds of the former British Embassy, this location in a heavily
business-oriented district provides ample opportunity to engage the greater community
and provide resources to street traffic. Nearby tram stations and bus routes provide future
residents with a myriad of transit options around the city.
Besides shopping, Pathum Wan contains numerous other amenities, including
Lumpini Park, the first park of Bangkok, and Chulalongkorn University, the oldest University
in Thailand (Pathum Wan).
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MUNICH, GERMANY

Just down the road from the famous Oktoberfest grounds, a planned block along
two major roads provides an open space to adapt an aesthetic towards both traditional
and modern architecture. A plan for a mixture of housing and other residential services
(Kindergartens, etc.) in the 90s was never carried out, leaving the lot currently empty.
Many new houses have been constructed in the area over the past few years,
replacing the older structures of the 1950’s. A number of design competitions have invited
architects to design new, modern housing complexes in the neighborhood, both multi and
single family.
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4.3 SITE ANALYSIS
LOS ANGELES, CA - ZONING PLAN
Hollywood Zoning Map Key
Residential
Commercial
Public Facilities
Low Residential
Parking
Recreation
Manufacturing
Project Site
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LOS ANGELES, CA - SUBSTRUCTURE PLAN
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4.4 SITE PARAMETERS
Los Angeles

Bangkok

Munich

Current Building Code:
2011 LA Amendment Building Code

Current Building Code:
Building Control Act, B.E. 2522 (1979)

Current Building Code:
BayBO (2007)

Current Zoning Code:
Los Angeles Municipal Code, Chapter 1

Current Zoning Code:
1999 Bangkok City Plan

Current Zoning Code:
BauNVO (1993)

Site Zone:
R4-2 (High-Density Residential)

Site Zone:
Medium-Density Residential

Site Zone:
MI (Mixed)

Allowable Area:
6 times buildable area

Allowable Area:
(No restriction)

Allowable Area:
(No Restriction)

Maximum Building Height:
75 Feet

Maximum Building Height:
23 Meters

Maximum Building Height:
18.5 Meters

Floor Area Ratio:
4.5:1 (CRA District 2)

Floor Area Ratio:
3:1

Floor Area Ratio:
1.2:1

Yard Requirements:
Front - 15’
Side - 5’ + Number of Stories (16’ max.)
Back - 15’ + Number of Stories (20’ max.)
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5. PROGRAM
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5.1 PROGRAM TYPE AND DESCRIPTION
Central to the project’s mission is the housing, which will constitute the majority of the
project area. Individual house units will be designed for families of 2-6 people and include
bedrooms, bathrooms, living room, kitchen, and storage. All of these spaces are found in a
standard Western apartment.
Many Western apartments (as well as apartments in other regions of the world) lack
facilities in order to build community. Units will be grouped into clusters of 10 (or 20-60
people) and share several communal spaces. Among them: an auditorium/meeting room, a
lounge, gardens, and daycare facilities for young children. These spaces may change based
on the residents in that particular cluster (i.e. lounges geared more towards elderly and
retired residents vs. large families).
While these communal spaces promote engagement amongst the residents, they
cause the entire complex to remain in isolation by themselves. Commercial spaces (such
as shops and offices), entertainment centers, and educational facilities constitute the final
category of programmatic spaces. These spaces will bring residents from throughout the
complex together and simultaneously engage the greater community, enticing them to visit
the project (even if only in a limited capacity).
All aspects of the program fall under two categories: provided and proposed. Provided
program spaces include all spaces which have a panel specifically designed for them,
including kitchens, gardens, bathrooms, and bedrooms. Proposed spaces do not have a
specific panel for their use, meaning that those spaces may potentially be used for any
purpose. Provided spaces only serve one or two functions, while proposed spaces can
accommodate a myriad of functions as long as the square footage is adequate.
Overall, the program provides many elements of mixed-use building. The project
contains housing, assembly, and commercial space.
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5.2 PROGRAMMATIC ELEMENTS
Los Angeles
Provided:
Kitchen
Bathroom
Living Space
Master Bedroom
Communal Space
Ground Floor
Parking
Proposed:
Second Bedroom

Bangkok
96SF (each)
96SF (each)
208SF (each)
101SF (each)
3850SF
26900SF
10750SF

67SF

Lounge
755SF
Daycare/Classroom 755SF
Auditorium
3095SF
Market
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26900SF

Provided:
Kitchen
Bathroom
Living Space
Parking
Proposed:
Master Bedroom
Second Bedroom

Munich
96SF (each)
96SF (each)
208SF (each)
91813SF

101SF
67SF

Lounge
755SF
Daycare/Classroom 755SF
Auditorium
3095SF
Shopping Mall

26900SF

Provided:
Kitchen
Bathroom
Living Space
Master Bedroom
Proposed:
Second Bedroom

96SF (each)
96SF (each)
208SF (each)
101SF (each)
67SF

Daycare/Classroom 755SF

5.3 GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF PROGRAM
Residential

Communal:
Auditorium
Lounge
Daycare

Global:
Market
Entertainment
Transit
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6. FALL SEMESTER
DESIGN
29

6.1 ARCHTIECTONIC STUDIES AND DEVICES
Consisting of 22 panels, the system
accommodates the vast majority of the functions
needed for a home. Each panel falls under three main
categories: structure (0A-0D), building (1A-2E), and
domestic (3A-3F).
The panels themselves are centered around
a structural core. Wire meshes attached to the
core provide air gaps on either side for insulation,
and utilities (including electrical, plumbing, and
mechanical lines). The meshes also provide a hook
for the exterior cladding, which locks into place using
grooves in the cladding.
Each panel is attached to the other ones at the
structural core. A key system locks the center of the
panel in place, while small C-Connectors on either
side provide stability and structural redundancy to
avoid the possible torque that would occur with just
one point.

0A

1A

0B

1B

1C

2A

3A

3B

2B

3C

0C
1D

Sturcture Access
Caps

Exterior Cladding

Cladding
Attachment

Insulation

Inner Structure

Air Gap (for
utilities)

Cladding
Attachment

Exterior Cladding
(with access flaps)

Structure Access
Caps

0D

3D

1E

2C

3E

1F

2D

3F

1G

2E
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0D

C

2B-3

THE PANEL

1A-1

2A-2

Sturcture Access
Caps
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At the next scale comes the panel assemblies.
Due to the universal nature of the central structure, any
panel can attach to any other one. This allows for a wide
variety of different assemblies for any part of the building.
By utilizing the different possible materials and
configurations, residents of the building can tailor each
part of the program to their own individual desires via
any locally available materials. Thus, the system’s
materiality is the primary form through which the project
accommodates people anywhere in the world. The
second accommodation is through program, where
residents can utilize assemblies (of their own design) to
create a living space truly unique to them.
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ASSEMBLIES

1A-5

1A-6

1A-7

1A-8

6.2 PROJECT PARAMETERS
6.2.1 ACCESSIBILITY AND OTHER ADA REQUIREMENTS
Due to the project’s design and construction as a panel system, any ADA components
need to be addressed as part of the panel system. Only one unique component is required,
however: a ramp beginning/end panel. This panel is configured at such an angle as to allow
floor panels to be attached at less than a 1:12 angle while allowing both the beginning/
end panel to match with the floor. Standard railing panels on either side complete the ramp
assembly.
For projects above 2 stories, elevators can also be added. While the system has not
been specifically adapted to accommodate an elevator, panels can be configured to create
an elevator shaft of adequate size.

0D
1A-1
2E-1
2A-1
2E-1
1A-1

6.2.2 SUSTAINABLE DESIGN FEATURES ASSESSMENT
By adapting to local materials, adopting a greenroof system (by default), and by
allowing the south facade to be mostly glazed, the project exhibits important characteristics
of sustainability.
As shown previously, a wide variety of materials can be used in the exterior cladding
of each panel. These materials will be localized to the project site, reducing transportation
needs. The greenroof system allows residents to grow their own plants and vegetables while
reducing water runoff and the urban heat island effect.
While residents can choose their exterior walls to be of any material, the proposed,
default design calls for a mostly glazed south facade, allowing in natural lighting and reducing
the need for artificial daylighting and heating in colder climates.

6.2.3 CODE ANALYSIS
While Los Angeles uses an adapted version of the International Building Code, they
do experience frequent earthquakes. The panel system adapts to these earthquakes by
relying on steel and wood for the vast majority of the used material. Strong and redundant
structural connections add to the system’s resiliency.
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6.3 SITE

N. Gower St.

Hollywood Boulevard

Scale: 1/192” = 1’0”
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6.3.1 SITE PLAN

6.3.2 Site Section

6.3.3 Site Massing Model
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6.4 BUILDING PLANS
Ground Floor

Scale: 1/64” = 1’0”
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Upper Floors

6.5 ELEVATIONS AND FACADE STUDIES

North Elevation

Not to scale

South Elevation

Not to scale
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6.6 BUILDING SECTIONS

North-South Section
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Not to scale

6.7 WALL SECTIONS
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6.8 REPRESENTATION OF STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
4” Pipe
2” Pipe
1” Pipe
Connector

2A
1D
0D
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6.9 OTHER PROEJCT IMAGES
Los Angeles Axonometric

Los Angeles Site Model
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PRELIMINARY DESIGNS FOR SECONDARY SITES
Munich Mass Study and Floor Plan

Scale: 1/32” = 1’0”
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Bangkok Study and Floor Plans

7. CONCLUSIONS
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7.1 REFLECTIONS
By creating a consistent panel system, with an adaptable exterior and universal structural core, the proposed panel system will allow
residential buildings to be built quickly and utilize the benefits of mass production. All panels can be constructed using the same production
systems, all contain the same elements, and all are attached together using the same key system. This universality within the system further
expedites the construction process through ease of assembly. Ease of construction allows residents of the project to assist in non-specialized
construction (i.e. construction not associated with plumbing, mechanical, or electrical systems) and contribute to a house they can truly call
their own.
The system also allows for an expedited design and delivery process, due to the consistency of each component. Pre-designed
assemblies, composed of a number of panels, provide several different design options for the building, speeding the early phases of the
project along if required. Flexibility and variety within the assemblies still allows the system to adapt at this scale.
Through the flexibility of the exterior cladding and the interior program, the panel system and resulting building can adapt to local culture
and the needs and desires of the residents. The flexible system can restore what residents had before, or raise their standard of living to a
more desired one. The modularity of the system easily allows more apartments to be added to accommodate the increasing needs of cities
to house people seeking opportunities in the urban environment. Aspects of individual identity, expressed through the ability of the residents
to design their own apartment through the panel system, provides residents with an atmosphere of “home,” mitigating the apathetic decay of
many other multi-family residences.
By changing the exterior cladding to locally available materials and decreasing waste through efficient assembly and manufacturing,
the system can mitigate the negative effects large, multi-family buildings often have on the project site. Flexibility to allow natural lighting on
the south side, given a more glazing-centric design proposal, and a proposed greenroof system incorporate sustainable values into the panel
system, further reducing the system’s impact locally.
Many architects have attempted to create a panel system that allows housing to become more affordable and more efficient, both
in terms of manufacturing and material use. The vast majority of these projects either ended in bankruptcy or remained purely theoretical.
Only a select few panel systems managed to be built at all, and very few of those built more than once. The financial solvency of the panel
system still needs to be addressed. The system proposed as part of this project aims to reduce cost through universality, material adaptability,
and flexibility of scope. Projects may be as large or as small as they need to be or as the budget allows, while utilizing the cheapest or most
common materials available near the project site if needed. Further analysis of production costs and alternative methods is still needed,
however.
As demand for high-density housing increases, cities and communities will need to respond. By using the panel system, these places
can build housing which specifically addresses their needs and desires anywhere in the world.
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7.2 NEXT STEPS FOR SPRING 2013
•

Create detailed cost estimates

•

Compile complete panel schedules of all project sites

•

Invent alternative panel designs to mitigate costs from estimates

•

Design construction systems for panel assembly

•

Design Los Angeles in detail including apartments, communal spaces, and market

•

Design Munich in detail including building mass, apartments and communal spaces

•

Incorporate survey into results

•

Replace Bangkok site with rural, low-rise site in same region

•

Detailed design of structure and structure-panel connections

•

Enhance animation to add steps before/after construction

•

Study and incorporate MEP systems at building scale (including attachment to city lines)

•

Construct prototypes of each panel in system at 1-1 scale (including MEP)

•

Incorporate sustainable measures at assembly and building scales
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